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Introduction
The Cross Timbers are a complex mosaic of upland deciduous forest, savanna, and glade
communities that highlight the broad ecotone between the eastern forests and the grasslands of
the southern Great Plains (Figure 1). The Cross Timbers are dominated by post oak and
blackjack oak (Quercus stellata and Q. marilandica), and extend from central Texas, across
eastern Oklahoma, and into southeastern Kansas. They are part of a much larger oak archipelago
that extends from the tropics of Central America, across Mexico, and into the midwestern United
States. These extensive oak woodlands are becoming increasingly fragmented, but the remnants
provide vital habitat for neotropical migrant birds and other native flora and fauna.
The presettlement Cross Timbers may have covered nearly 20 million acres (30,526
square miles; Kuchler 1964), and consisted largely of low-stature oaks that were not suited for
lumber production. In fact, the entire Cross Timbers formation is noncommercial for timber
management (e.g., Rosson 1994) and has never experienced large-scale industrial logging. The
Cross Timbers found on level terrain were widely cleared for agriculture, but undisturbed tracts
of ancient Cross Timbers are still common on steep, rocky terrain where deforestation for
farming or grazing was not economically justified (Stahle 2002). Consequently, the Cross
Timbers may be the least disturbed forest ecosystem that survives in the eastern United States.
According to Duck and Fletcher (1945), the Cross Timbers represent the largest single
ecosystem type in the state of Oklahoma (Figure 2). The University of Arkansas Tree-Ring
Laboratory has conducted extensive field surveys in the Cross Timbers to locate and accurately
map the present distribution of ancient Cross Timbers remnants (Stahle and Hehr 1984, Stahle
and Cleaveland 1988, Stahle 1997, Therrell and Stahle 1998, Stahle 2002). These surveys have
been sponsored in part by the National Science Foundation, the McGee Foundation of Oklahoma
City, the Nature Conservancy, and the Graduate School of the University of Arkansas. Our
results suggest that some 500 square miles of ancient Cross Timbers still survive in the rugged
uplands of eastern Oklahoma (Figure 3). Recent fieldwork in the western Cross Timbers has
identified many large tracts of outstanding ancient post oak woodlands on rocky sites in
Montague, Jack, Palo Pinto, Young, and Eastland counties of northcentral Texas. Indeed,
eastern Oklahoma, northcentral Texas, and southeastern Kansas contain some of the most
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extensive tracts of unmolested ancient woodland in the eastern United States. Most of these
remnant woodlands are found in fragmented tracts from 40 to 1000 acres in size along
escarpments and rocky uplands, but we have also identified several areas where ancient Cross
Timbers are still present over thousands of contiguous acres and literally dominate the landscape
(Figures 3 and 4).
This proposal outlines a plan to establish “The Ancient Cross Timbers Consortium for
Research, Education, and Conservation.” This consortium will be devoted to interdisciplinary
research and multi-institutional educational activities in a network of ancient forest natural areas
extending from southeastern Kansas and extreme western Arkansas, across Oklahoma and into
southcentral Texas (Figure 1). The proposed network of research sites will include both the
Cross Timbers and the “Post Oak Savanna” of southcentral Texas (Dyksterhuis 1948, Kuchler
1964), because both biogeographic regions include similar plant communities, and still preserve
examples of uncut ancient woodland and savanna. These ancient oak-dominated woodlands
provide vital natural habitat in an increasingly human-dominated landscape, and present an
unparalleled opportunity for a cooperative network of uncorrupted ancient forest natural areas for
research and field oriented education.
This proposal describes the recent research and conservation activities of the Ancient
Cross Timbers Project at the University of Arkansas, and the generous commitments that have
already been made to support the proposed network. We then detail the objectives and structure
of the proposed consortium, the research and educational potential of the natural area network,
and the proposed memorandum of understanding.
The Ancient Cross Timbers Project
The Cross Timbers is one of the largest ecosystems in the southcentral United States, but
has received comparatively little scientific study. Misperceptions about the true nature of ancient
forests have contributed to this oversight. Many people equate old-growth forests with large
trees, and by that metric the low-stature woodlands that dominate the Cross Timbers are easily
overlooked. But extensive field survey and tree-ring dating of core samples from post oak and
red cedar leave no doubt that unspoiled ancient forests are still widespread in the Cross Timbers
ecosystem, especially in eastern Oklahoma and northcentral Texas.
Until recently (spring 2002), there has been only one 40-acre preserve specifically
dedicated to the protection and interpretation of the Cross Timbers (the Ft. Worth Nature
Center’s Cross Timbers hiking trail), and one small research natural area in the LBJ National
Grassland (Wise County, Texas), in spite of the wealth of truly ancient forest remnants. The
State of Oklahoma and the city of Sand Springs have recently purchased a 1200-acre tract of
outstanding ancient Cross Timbers only 15 miles from downtown Tulsa, and The Nature
Conservancy has signed a long-term agreement to manage this property as a public access forest
preserve (i.e., the Frank Tract or the “Keystone Ancient Forest Preserve”). This new preserve is
the fulfillment of a proposal written in 1996 by the University of Arkansas Tree-Ring Laboratory
“Ancient Cross Timbers Project.” Toronto Lake State Park, Kansas, has also been renamed as
the “Cross Timbers State Park,” and developed an excellent interpretive trail through an area of
ancient woodlands. The recent establishment of the Keystone Preserve and state park in Kansas
are major steps toward a wider public and professional appreciation of the significance of the
Cross Timbers in the natural and human history of the Southern Plains (e.g., Figure 5).
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The Ancient Cross Timbers Project was funded by the McGee Foundation in Oklahoma
City, and we used satellite imagery and topographic data to develop a predictive model to locate
ancient Cross Timbers woodlands in eastern Oklahoma. A random sample of 50 study sites was
drawn from the areas predicted to retain ancient woodlands, and these sites were visited and the
actual land cover was mapped within standard size sample plots. The predictive model identified
210 square miles of suspected old growth, and the field survey indicated that 77% of the
predicted areas were indeed still covered with a canopy of ancient trees largely undisturbed by
human activities.
During this fieldwork, however, we came to realize how overly conservative our initial
mapping of predicted ancient Cross Timbers had actually been, and now estimate that something
like 500 square miles of ancient Cross Timbers may still survive in eastern Oklahoma alone.
Figure 3 maps the distribution of these suspected old-growth woodlands in eastern Oklahoma,
and indicates several areas where old-growth woodlands appear to cover some 10 to 50 square
miles and dominate the local landscape (e.g., Figure 4). We have not yet been able to fully test
the predicted distribution of ancient woodlands illustrated in Figure 3, but we have visited and
extensively surveyed six of the largest areas. These largest remaining areas of reasonably
contiguous ancient Cross Timbers in eastern Oklahoma are found in southern Osage County
(including the Keystone Ancient Forest Preserve and Skiatook Lake area), Conjada and
Concharty Mountains, the escarpments surrounding Lake Eufaula, the North Canadian River,
South Canadian River, and southern Seminole County.
A similar predictive modelling study was recently conducted in the Western Cross Timbers of
northcentral Texas. That model was less accurate (30%), but identified 30 square miles of old
growth, including several large tracts of excellent ancient Cross Timbers on private property in
Palo Pinto, Jack and Stephens Counties (Figures 7). These areas collectively include hundreds of
square miles of ancient woodlands and are extremely important for the maintenance of natural
ecological function in eastern Oklahoma, northcentral Texas, and southeastern Kansas.
A Proposed Research Consortium
This proposal has four objectives. First, we seek to organize the Ancient Cross Timbers
Consortium for Research, Education, and Conservation among regional universities, government
agencies, and private conservation organizations. This consortium will formalize the Cross
Timbers research and educational collaborations that already exist among the University of
Arkansas, the University of Oklahoma, Oklahoma State University, The Nature Conservancy,
and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. Membership in the consortium will be voluntary and not
legally or financially binding. Membership will remain open to public and private organizations
that share the research and education goals of the consortium.
Second, the consortium will use their existing non-profit tax status to hold any potential
conservation easements, own property, or receive public or private financial support.
Third, we will seek landowner permission to include selected tracts of ancient Cross
Timber woodlands and grasslands in a cooperative network of natural areas for research and
outdoor education. Several excellent tracts of ancient Cross Timbers on private and public land
have already been committed to the proposed consortium, including the 1400-acre woodlands on
Tiger Mountain privately owned by Mr. and Mrs. David Patton; three Nature Conservancy
properties in Oklahoma (Keystone Ancient Forest Preserve, Tallgrass Prairie Preserve, and
Pontotoc Ridge Preserve); the LBJ National Grasslands; the Cross Timbers State Park, Kansas;
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and several other public and private properties. The potential to expand the network of ancient
forest natural areas is excellent , and we hope to gain the participation of the Wichita Mountains
National Wildlife Refuge, Okmulgee State Park, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, and
additional federal and state properties in Kansas, western Arkansas, Oklahoma, and Texas. The
research and education activities on these cooperative natural areas will be non-destructive and
subject to the approval of the property owners and the oversight of the advisory board for the
proposed consortium.
Fourth, the consortium will initiate special projects to expand the network of cooperating
research natural areas. One potential project under consideration is the huge tract of ancient
forest along the North Canadian River in McIntosh County, Oklahoma (see link to the North
Canadian River). This region, including Tiger Mountain, is one of the largest and most
ecologically diverse ancient forest remnants left in the entire Cross Timbers biogeographic
province. Other important areas we hope to incorporate into the proposed ancient forest network
will include the escarpments along the Brazos River in northcentral Texas. These large areas of
landscape scale old-growth forest, including the already committed Tiger Mountain and Nature
Conservancy preserves, will form the cornerstones of the proposed Ancient Cross Timbers
Consortium.
Several strategies to bring these outstanding uncorrupted private and public landscapes
into the network of research natural areas will be pursued, including voluntary participation,
conservation easement, lease, donation, and purchase. The advisory board will seek financial
support for the consortium and the special projects undertaken by the consortium, but the
institutional and private members will be under no obligation to provide financing for any
consortium activities. However, we do believe that establishment of the proposed research
consortium will raise the bar of visibility and credibility for these outstanding surviving remnants
of native North America, and facilitate fund raising for the research and educational activities of
the consortium.
Research and Educational Potential of the Proposed Natural Area Network
The concept of a cooperative network of uncut ancient forests, savannas, and associated
grasslands will be unique in the eastern United States, and should stimulate interest, publicity,
and enrollments among the participating institutions. The proposed consortium and network of
natural areas for research and education will help leverage faculty and student research funding
requests, and encourage donor support for university sponsored activities.
There are a number of excellent ancient forests still present in the eastern United States,
and most have already received considerable scientific and educational attention. In fact, oldgrowth forests such as the Joyce Kilmer Memorial Forest in North Carolina and the Boundary
Waters Canoe Area Wilderness of Minnesota have been the site of very influential studies in
forest ecology (e.g., Lorimer 1980; Frelich 2002). But a well replicated network of ancient
forest locations for a single biogeographic province does not exist in the East, and to the best of
our knowledge does not exist anywhere. So the proposed network of ancient forest natural areas
will be unique, and will permit a wide range of environmental studies across many spatial scales,
including the long-term monitoring of ecological and hydrological processes in old-growth
forests.
The realization that the Cross Timbers still contain some of the most extensive areas of
old-growth forest left in the eastern United States has begun to stimulate serious educational and
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scientific attention. The Tallgrass Prairie Preserve already hosts many student groups, and the
proximity of the Keystone Preserve to Tulsa assures heavy use by area schools and universities.
The proposed consortium will provide the wider network of natural areas needed to service
schools across the region, and will provide a replicated regional perspective on the diverse
ecosystems of the Southern Plains ideal for undergraduate and graduate research. Several
graduate student projects are already investigating the ancient Cross Timbers, and the proposed
consortium will facilitate future student projects. The network will also provide many field
school opportunities for undergraduate and graduate coursework at area universities.
We believe that the consortium will stimulate expanded research and education activities
in this ecosystem, and that the proposed network of research natural areas will help leverage
proposals for federal research funding. Growing scientific interest in the Cross Timbers is well
documented by recent publications [Therrell (1996) Therrell and Stahle (1998), Roe (1998),
Hoagland et al. (1999), Francaviglia (2000), and Stahle (2002), Clark (2003)]. Potential sources
of federal research and conservation funding will include the National Science Foundation, the
U.S. Geological Survey, and the U.S. Department of Agriculture. But the proposed consortium
would also qualify for financial support from private foundations supporting education,
conservation, and environmental activities. We also plan that the consortium will be qualified to
hold title and/or conservation easements on property, and will actively seek private support to
finance the purchase of title or easements to important ancient forests.
The Tiger Mountain Donation
Tiger Mountain is a prominent landform between the Deep Fork of the Canadian and the
North Canadian Rivers. It forms the northeast sector of the large area of ancient forest that
extends south and west across the entrenched meanders of the North Canadian River. The Patton
Ranch property on Tiger Mountain includes 1400 acres that border the Deep Fork Unit of the
Eufaula Wildlife Management Area (federally owned, state managed). This outstanding
property is largely covered with ancient forest, and includes hundreds of acres of centuries-old
post oak, ancient red cedar, old savanna woodlands, and several large glade openings. All cattle
grazing has been excluded from this property for over ten years, and the old-growth savanna and
glade grasslands are in excellent condition (see link to the North Canadian River).
David and Jane Patton of Checotah, Oklahoma, have generously offered 1400 acres of
their property to the proposed consortium for the nominal fee of only $1.00 per year for all 1400
acres. The Pattons share the vision behind the proposed consortium, which is to bring
exceptional examples of the ancient Cross Timbers into a network of natural areas for research,
education, and conservation. In offering to lease their property to the consortium for a nominal
fee, the Pattons are providing a high-quality example of ancient Cross Timbers woodlands for
use by the consortium. They also hope to encourage individual scientists and educators to
support the proposed consortium, to encourage potential institutional partners to join the
consortium, and to promote research, education, and conservation of the ancient woodlands that
still survive in eastern Oklahoma and elsewhere throughout the Cross Timbers ecosystem.
The Nature Conservancy’s Participation in the Proposed Consortium
The Nature Conservancy is currently developing a “Cross Timbers and Southern
Tallgrass Prairie Ecoregional Conservation Plan,” and the partnerships involved in the proposed
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consortium will contribute to their conservation efforts for this ecosystem. The Nature
Conservancy field offices in both Oklahoma and Texas have offered to join the proposed
consortium and to make their preserves available for research and educational activities. The
Oklahoma Nature Conservancy is now managing two properties with outstanding examples of
ancient Cross Timbers, most notably the recently established Keystone Ancient Forest Preserve
near Tulsa (Figure 5). The Keystone Preserve includes an interesting variety of old-growth
forest and grassland habitats, and is already the subject of active research by graduate students at
Oklahoma State University, the University of Oklahoma, and the University of Arkansas. The
Tallgrass Prairie Preserve also contains an extensive area of transition between the Cross
Timbers and tallgrass prairie, perhaps the best example of this formerly widespread ecotone still
in existence.
Proposed Memorandum of Understanding
The proposed Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) outlines the administrative
agreements between institutional and private members of the proposed consortium, and is not
legally or financially binding (see link to MOU). The MOU outlines the structure and function
of the advisory board for the Consortium, and the ettiquette to be followed by consortium
participants while on public or private property included in the cooperative network of research
natural areas.
Endorsements and Advisory Board
The effort to organize an interdisciplinary research and educational consortium for the
ancient Cross Timbers has just begun, but already has the specific endorsement from colleagues
at the Oklahoma Academy of Science, Austin College, Oklahoma State University, Oklahoma
University, University of Central Oklahoma, University of Tulsa, University of Arkansas, the
Oklahoma Biological Survey, the Nature Conservancy, the Botanical Research Institute of
Texas, the Missouri Botanical Garden, the Tulsa Zoo, the Texas Forest Service, the LBJ National
Grasslands, the Natural Resource Conservation Service, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, and
from private property owners in the vicinity.
The Memorandum of Understanding outlines the purpose of the Ancient Cross Timbers
Consortium, and the structure and functions of the advisory board. Provisional members of the
advisory board have been invited, but others will be nominated and all will be affirmed at the
inaugural meeting of the Consortium (planned for 2004). A director and secretary of the
advisory board will also be elected at the inagural meeting. The Secretary of the Consortium
maintains the membership agreements and addresses of all participants (presently housed at the
University of Arkansas Tree-Ring Laboratory)
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